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ABSTRACT
Recent Advancements in image acquisition as well as visual computing leads easy and cheap availability of technology. Additionally, it’s more user friendly for average user. Using such new technologies end users expected to be more appealing images. However, producing the appealing images needs also needs the enough knowledge of aesthetic principles during process of acquisition and editing. The average user does not have complete training and experience of doing such tasks. Therefore, it is required to have automatic method in which modelling of aesthetic principles and building systems that can generate aesthetic signature to generate more appealing images. There are number of methods introduced under different categories for automated aesthetic analysis of photographic images with goal of generating more appealing images such as HDR. In this paper, first we are presenting details on Aesthetic Quality Assessment and Attributes, then different aesthetic analysis methods have been studied. The information of different camera technology is discussed in this paper. The comparative study of all reviewed method is presented with accuracy analysis to end this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Now day’s visual data handling is growing significantly, and will continue to do so due to the availability of ubiquitous and cheap sensors, sharing platforms and new social trends. Artificial intelligence systems have proven useful for processing and interpreting this preponderance of data. In the last decade, the computer vision and image retrieval community was focused on developing tools for semantic analysis of multimedia content. While this is still a very active research field, new questions are arising. These questions are about visual properties beyond visual semantics, such as image preference, effectiveness, and memorability [1], as well as object importance. Answering subjective, human centric questions such as someone find this image aesthetically pleasing is very challenging, even for humans. However, it was experimentally shown that these visual cognition phenomena can be predicted using data-driven approaches [2]. The objective of image quality assessment is to design methods which can automatically predict the perceived quality of an image. Aesthetic models have many applications of practical value. In image retrieval systems, similar images (from a content-based perspective) could be re-ranked using aesthetic properties. They could help a user to select the best pictures from his collection to make photo albums. Also, these models could be deployed directly in photo cameras to make real-time suggestions. Image quality assessment can be seen as a binary classification problem: is this image “good” or “bad”? It is an intrinsically challenging problem for several reasons. Firstly, visual data is very rich and ambiguous. Secondly, when judging photographs, people are often confronted to personal tastes. Finally, if one might agree that low level degradations (e.g. out of focus image) are - in general - an indicator of poor quality, it is more difficult to find a consensus on higher level visual properties such as color harmonies, layout, lighting conditions, etc. With all these difficulties, one might even question the possibility to learn generic models encoding photographic preference [3] [4]. However, there is some agreement between professionals, about some best photographic practices (e.g. rule of thirds) as well as photographic techniques (e.g. macro). Based on this knowledge, previous work on image quality assessment has proposed hand-crafted visual descriptors, to mimic these photographic rules. Combined with supervised classifiers, they have achieved good results in predicting image quality [5]. Despite the fact that the described hand-crafted features are aesthetically motivated, they have some disadvantages i) they are non-exhaustive: they can never cover all possible photographic principles ii) they are computational expensive, at least for the most successful ones, and iii) they use heuristics, which may not generalize well to similar applications [6].

In this paper, we have to present the literature review study on recent methods for aesthetic image quality analysis using different approaches with their comparative analysis. Additionally, we are presenting the different camera technologies with their configurations. In section II, we are presenting the information of Aesthetic Quality Assessment and Attributes. Section III presenting the literature review of different methods. Section IV, presents the different cameras comparative study. Section V, presents the comparative analysis of recent methods. Finally, conclusion is presented in section VI.

2. AESTHETIC ATTRIBUTES
Image quality assessment process is aiming to deliver the computational signature which can be utilized for automatic image quality prediction. Pattern recognition tools, db. and textual image quality tools are some integrated collection of tools used for aesthetic quality assessment. Direct and indirect methods are used to assess the quality of an image. It includes subjective and objective methods. In direct method, subjective method includes psychophysical experiments with the participation of human experts and objective method includes computing suitable image qualities directly from the digital image. In indirect method, objective method includes quantifying the performance of an image-based task done by the domain expert and/or by a computational system, and subjective method include the performance of the imaging /rendering device on suitable set of target image is assessed by using ad-hoc designed software tools one or more direct
method. For an image with some imperfections quality can be defined by the absence of certain type of distortions like ringing, compression, banding and blur. No reference (NR) type of quality assessment is significantly more challenging because such quality metrics do not utilize a reference image; they only look at the image under test. Full-reference (FR) type of image quality assessment performs a direct comparison between the image under test and the reference image [7].

Golden triangle rule is the composition rule in photography where diagonal lines divide the image corner to corner. This feature can be calculated by creating three diagonal guides by marking the vertical edges of the screen 1/6th of the height from the top and 1/6th from the bottom. Similarly mark the horizontal edges 1/6th of the width from the left and 1/6th from the right. Now connect the upper left horizontal mark with the lower right vertical mark, the upper left vertical mark with the lower right horizontal mark, and the upper left corner with the lower right corner [7]. The picture can be made more pleasing and dynamic by placing natural elements that form a line along these diagonal guides. Exposure of lights can be considered as a good discriminate between high and low quality photos. Too much exposure leads to brighter shots which results in lower quality photos and those that are too dark are often also not interesting [8].

Rule of thirds is the composition rule in photography which dictates how an image should be composed in order to create an aesthetically pleasing result. This rule states that the center of interest in a photograph is situated in one of the four possible intersections of the lines that divide the image into nine rectangles. Photographs that follow this rule have the main object stretch from an intersection up to the center of the image. The rule of thirds is applied by aligning a subject with the guide lines and their intersection points, placing the horizon on the top or bottom line, or allowing linear features in the image to flow from section to section. The main reason for observing the rule of thirds is to discourage placement of the subject at the center, or prevent a horizon from appearing to divide the picture in half [7]. There are three main aesthetic attributes on which image quality is majorly depends such as:

- Generality
- Relation to photographic rules
- Clear definition

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

There are number of methods presented over Aesthetic Analysis of Photographic Images which are categorized in different categories such as Computational aesthetic judgment methods, Image quality assessment methods, Subjective evaluation of visual attributes methods etc. Below we discussed methods under these categories as showing in figure 1.

![Fig.1. Different Categories of Aesthetic Analysis Methods](image)

3.1. Image Quality Assessment

In [6], author introduced a universal, reference-free blurriness measurement approach. While some other methods are designed for a particular source of blurriness such as block-based compression, the proposed is universal in that it should work for any source of blur. The method of this paper models the gradient image of the given image as Markov chain and utilizes transition probabilities to compute a blurriness measure. This is the first time that transition probabilities are applied to perceptual quality assessment. In this method author first computed the transition probabilities for selected pairs of gradient values and then combine these probabilities, using a pooling strategy, to formulate the blurriness measure.

In [7], presents method for prevention and removal of false contour artifacts from photography images. In applications where it is only possible to affect the image after the bit-depth losses have already occurred, it is impossible to accurately restore the loss of low-amplitude detail. However, it is possible to remove the false contours. Of the several approaches used to remove false contours, we will discuss predictive cancellation and its dependence on the spatial frequency localization and masking properties of the visual system. We discuss the key visual properties that arose while investigating these two applications, which include the optical transfer function (OTF) of the eye, masking by noise, and contour integration.

In [8], author presented the review on perceptual video quality metrics. Author classified the video quality measurement schemes and review existing approaches with a focus on non-intrusive quality metrics, which do not require access to the reference video. In short, evaluated three different no-reference blockiness metrics and compare their performance.

In [9], author introduced to use Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) to blindly measure the quality of images compressed by JPEG2000 (or any other wavelet based) image coder. Author claiming that the natural scenes are containing non-linear dependencies that are disturbed by the compression process, and that this disturbance can be quantified and related to human perceptions of quality. This method introduced an implementation of philosophy for images distorted by JPEG2000 (or any other wavelet based) compression.
JPEG2000 compression disturbs the non-linear dependencies that are present in natural images. Adapting a non-linear statistical model for natural images by incorporating quantization distortion modelling, we presented an algorithm for quantifying the departure of compressed images from expected natural behavior, and calibrated this quantification against human judgements of quality.

In [10], author introduced a data-driven method to predict the quality of an image completion method. Proposed approach in this paper was based on the state-of-the-art non-parametric framework of Wexler et al. [2007]. It uses automatically derived search space constraints for patch source regions, which lead to improved texture synthesis and semantically more plausible results. These constraints also facilitate performance prediction by allowing authors to correlate output quality against features of possible regions used for synthesis. This proposed algorithm was used by author to first crop and then completes stitched panoramas. Their predictive ability is used to find an optimal crop shape before the completion is computed, potentially saving significant amounts of computation. Their optimized crop includes as much of the original panorama as possible while avoiding regions that can be less successfully filled in. Their predictor can also be applied for hole filling in the interior of images.

3.2. Visual Attributes Subjective Evaluation
In [11], author introduced the concept of visual equivalence as a new approach for perceptually based rendering. In a series of psychophysical experiments, it was characterized conditions under which two classes of transformations on illumination maps (blurring and warping) yield images that are visually equivalent to reference solutions. On the basis of these experiments, author derived metrics for predicting visual equivalence for these transformations and in a follow-up experiment and validated that the predictive power of the metrics generalizes across different geometries, materials, and illumination maps. Author is showing that how these metrics can be applied to optimizing rendering algorithms in order to increase efficiency while maintaining image fidelity.

In [12], author systematically studies the perceptual effects of VPL based global illumination algorithms on image quality and material appearance. In a series of psychophysical experiments, we study how VPL counts and clamping levels affect visual equivalence, and show how equivalence is modulated by object geometry and material properties. Author validated their findings on shapes, materials, and illumination that were not in our main study. Additionally, proposed simple heuristics to guide rendering, and presented a method for correcting energy losses in VPL renderings to increase equivalence. By explicitly and systematically studying the impact of rendering approximations on appearance this paper takes some initial steps towards providing a strong perceptual foundation for VPL methods, a popular and efficient class of global illumination rendering algorithms. The paper also draws attention to the limitations of VPL methods in their ability to correctly simulate lighting conditions with limited resources.

3.3 Computational Aesthetic Judgment Methods
In [1], author established significant correlation between various visual properties of photographic images and their aesthetics ratings. Author shown, through using a community-based database and ratings, that certain visual properties tend to yield better discrimination of aesthetic quality than some others. Despite the inherent noise in data, SVM-based classifier is robust enough to produce good accuracy using only 15 visual features in separating high and low rated photographs as showing in practical results. In the process of designing the classifier, it was developed a number of new features relevant to photographic quality, including a low depth-of-field indicator, a colorfulness measure, a shape convexity score and a familiarity measure. Even though certain extracted features did not show a significant correlation with aesthetics, they may have applications in other photographic image analysis work as they are sound formulations of basic principles in photographic art.

In [2], author Ke et al. proposed using image features based on common-sense photography and utilize a naıve Bayes classifier based on their observation that the interactions between the aesthetic attributes are not linear. The two-fold classification accuracy of all these methods on subjective data is in the 70% range.

In [3], author reported a significant improvement in accuracy by extracting a rectangular image window that contains most of the high frequency details, and formulating features that take into account this two-fold segmentation. Authors first extract the subject region from a photo, and then formulate a number of high level semantic features based on professional photography techniques to classify high quality and low quality photos. In this article authors also conducted the first video quality evaluation study based on professional video making techniques.

In [4], author tackles the challenging problem of evaluating the color harmony of photos with a particular focus on aesthetic quality classification. A key point is that a photograph can be seen as a collection of local regions with color variations that are relatively simple. Author introduced the method for assessing the aesthetic quality of a photo based on the photo’s color harmony, called as ‘bags-of-color-patterns.’

In [5], author introduced novel large-scale database for image aesthetics and shown how it can be used to advance research in the field using three sample applications. Author proposed the AVA method through which they explored the factors that make aesthetic analysis such a challenging and intriguing research problem. The experiments shown that not only does the scale of training data matter for increasing performances, but also the aesthetic quality of the images used for training.

There are some more methods introduced in 2012 to 2014 which are studied in next section comparatively.

4. LITERATURE REVIEW
Below table 1 is showing the comparative study of some of the aesthetic quality assessment methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Pros/Cons</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Luca Marchetti, Florent Perronnin, Diane Lartus, Gabriela</td>
<td>Generic Image Descriptor</td>
<td>i) Acceptable computation time for real-time applications.</td>
<td>86 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. CAMERA PROPERTIES

Table 2 is showing the comparative analysis different camera technologies used for photography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Display technology</th>
<th>Sony</th>
<th>LG</th>
<th>Samsung</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Display type</td>
<td>TRILU MINOS (IPS)</td>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>AMOLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support resolution</td>
<td>FULL HD, 4K, 8K (HDR)</td>
<td>FULL HD, 4K, 8K (HDR)</td>
<td>FULL HD, 4K, 8K (HDR), 8K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display frequency/Refresh rate support</td>
<td>UP TO 400 AND 800 Hz</td>
<td>UP TO 200 AND 400 Hz</td>
<td>UP TO 240 Hz 800HZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display processor</td>
<td>BRAVIA engine, X-reality engine, X-reality pro engine.</td>
<td>UCI - ENGINE</td>
<td>QUAD CORE PROCESSOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display device availability</td>
<td>MOBILE, TV, MONITOR</td>
<td>MOBILE, TV, MONITOR</td>
<td>MOBILE, TV, FLEXIBLE DISPLAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The goal of this paper is to present survey on different aesthetic image quality analysis methods for predicting and generating the quality improvement signature to get HDR images. We have present study on different aesthetic rules and attributes. We have present study on recent techniques for aesthetic image analysis under various categories. The comparative study of most recent methods in terms of pros, cons and accuracy parameters is discussed in this paper. At
last the important part of HDR imaging different types of cameras has been compared according to their configuration properties.
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